
DRAGOȘ VODĂ
THE LORD  OF MOLDAVIA

(1347-1354)



who is DRAGOS VODA?

Dragos Voda reigned between 

1347-1354 and he is considered 

to be the founder of Moldova.

Source: WIKIPEDIA



Source: ISTORIIREGASITE



It is said that Dragos Voda was a 

good hunder and he liked to cross 

the woods, to hunt wild animals. 

One day he started hunting with 

his pack of dogs.

They went trought some big forest, 

they walked until the dogs finally 

found a wild bull with some bent 

horns and a big beard.



It was a bison or a wisent, a  

powerful and large animal that 

can be found now only in 

natural resevers. The dogs 

chased that wisent who ran 

like  a mad and seemed to have  

wings at his feet.



Dragos ran on horseback after the pack of dogs wich all bark at the woods. 

Thus, they all ran away or day and night without stopping. They wisent was 

running faster and faster, and the dogs were dying of fatigue one by one. 

Only  one  bitch  was left standing that was to reach the wisent. But the 

beast arriving at the powers do not hold it. It struggles with its fears until 

suddently it sank into the water and drowns.



Dragos also arrives there, and 

seeing the death of the poor bitch 

throws to the bison the mace curved 

with iron nails. The mace hit the 

beast straught up and the water of 

river became red with its blood. 

Then Dragos grabbed the bison and 

cut off its head and took it with 

him, as a sign of victory.



Dragos took the control of the country where this famous hunting party had taken place.

The water in wich his bitch was drowned was given the name of  Moldova, because the 

bitch was called Molda; and the whole country around took the name of the river, and 

the sign of  the new ruler of Moldova was the head of the bison killed in the water of 

Moldova by brave Dragos. 



Dragos, sas and balc’s descendants were removed
by bogdan, the liberator of Moldova under the
influence of hungary.

It is not know where he was buried, but it is

assumed that he is in Moldova of nowdays.



Name a personality in your country from 
the 14TH-15TH CENTURIES.

TURKEYITALY

SPAINPOLAND



◦ COAT OF ARMS OF 
MOLDOVA

◦ SURSA:WIKIPEDIA

◦ DID YOU KNOW THAT 
SYMBOL OF THE LEGEND 

DRAGOS  VODA VS WISENT 
THERE IS IN THE UNION 
SQUARE IN IASI AS THE 

MOSAIC SHAPE?
◦ SURSA:  STEFANIA ELENA FACEBOOK
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VA MULTUMIM 
PENTRU ATENTIE!


